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IN a contemporary sheet we read
that Senator Depew bas introduced
a bill in congress, proposing an appropriation for each state or territory to maintain a school of mines.
The mineral production of the
United States tbi~ year will reach a
value of nearly one billion dollars.
But, anyone at all conversant with
the present conditions knows that
our mineral resources are just beginning to be developed.
Under
the stimulus of such schools as proposed, the mineral interests would
be greatly encouraged, and the developm~n,t of the marvelous mineral resources of the United States
go on more rapidly.
There is a
school of mines in Mis~ouri, as a
department of the State University,
which bas substantially served to
develop the rich mineral resources
of the state. Such . schools as proposed, on a practical foundation,
would be sure to return immensely
more than their cost to the nation.

t t t
PROF. SPILLMAN spoke in chapel
last week on the quality of efficiency
in a successful life. In part, he said:
Not every man whose college career
was a brilliant one in the way of
high grades and class honors makes
the successful man of affairs when
confronted by the difficulties of the
social or busin·ess world. The student who made the high grades may
be intellectually bright but lack the
necessary qnalifications for utilizing
that intelligence when thrown into
the confusing drcle of competition.
The man who possesses a natural
aptitude for mastering d ifficult subjects is indeed fortunate. If he possess efficiency in combination with
this high degree of intelligence, his
.success is assured, b ut where one ·of

these qualifications is lacking, far
better may it be the latter.
Of
course efficiency can be obtained
only through the use of the intellect,
but the man possessing a moderate
degree of intellectual power may by
persistent effort be trained to
capableness.
Therefore let us not
depend too much upon our natural
shrewdness for our success, but concentrate our energies to obtain that
much coveted prize winning competency. The time of year bas now
come when we most need encouragement in our work. There are few
students who do not yield, more or
less, to the enervating influences of
the spring weather.
If we are going to become efficient in our work
we must not too frequently let the
enticements of bright, sunny afternoons and enjoyable companionship lead us to neglect our studies.
Exercise in the open air is more
necessary now than it bas been in
the past months, but we must not
stretch our imaginations so far as to
convince ourserves that we are
building up and strengthening our
bodies when we are simply loitering in the sunshine and wasting
precious minutes, which will be so
much regretted two months hence.
As Pres. Bryan said Monday morning, "we are on the home stretch,
and . must not become weary in well
doing.'' Two months and a half
more of close attention to our work
and then we can look back with the
pleasing knowledge that we have
advanced one step nearer the goal.

situation. It is safe to say that a
great many of them do not know
whether they are populist, democrats, republicans, or prohibitionist,
and if they do they can't tell why.
The students should take more interest in these matters. There may
not be many who can vote at the
coming election, but by the time another four years have rolled around
most of the students now in college
will be taking an active part in our
social affairs. Some will doubtless
say that the time when tbev are to
put their knowledge to practical
use will be the time to study these
questions. But all great statesmen
tell us that legislators of the present are governed almost entirely by
the past history of nations. Therefore it behooves us as the coming
constituency and possible legislators
to become conversant with every
avenue of governmental affairs.
Why can not we have organizations
representing the different political
parties, and debate the various questions now before the public, and
thus familiarize ourselves with the
situation, and at the same time acquire a knowledge which in future
years will redound to our credit and
prosperity? As the editor of a college papt::r, we must be non-partisan
in our views, but we are always
ready to enter a lyceum and tell the
public where we stand, and do all
in our power to convince them that
we are on the right side.

Number 23.
Now, since Eve tempted Adam,
Man has been a total wreck;
And the apple above our collar
Proves we got it in the neck.
A fly had fallen into the ink well
of a certain author who writes a
evry bad and a very inky hand.
The writer's little boy rescued the
unhappy insect, and dropped him
on a piece of paper.
After watching him intently for a while, he
called to his mother: "Here's afly,
mamma, that writes just like papa."
TO AN AUTOMOBILE.
Thou horseless thing! thou modern
toy!
That worketh by a lever,
Created since I was a boy,
I'll love thee never, never!
Unwieldly, meaningless thou art,
Antithesis of beauty!
A coarse machine, without a heart,
But fit for base-born duty.
Yet stay. My lady love inside,
No reins-do thy endeavor.
Get up!
Along stde streets now
glide,
While I hug on forever.
--Life.
The critic stood with scornful eye.
Before a picture on the wall;
''You call this art? Now, see · that
fly,
It is not natural at all.''

"It has too many legs; its head
Is far too large.
Who ever saw
EXCHANGES.
A fly like that, so limp and dead,
Education, briefly, ~s the leading
And wings that look as if theyt t -r
pshaw!"
W. J. BRYAN is now stirring up of human souls to what is best, and
the political situation in the West, making what is best out of them.
And with a gesture of disgust
agitating the great living issues upHe waved his band, whet~, lo!
the fly
on wh~cb t~e coming presidential ! The following is a sign upon an
campatgn wtll be based.
The re- academy in one of our western Flew from the picture. ''Ah, some
dust,''
publican club of Spokat~e bas en- states: "Freeman & Huggs, school
The critic said, "was in my eye."
dorsed William McKinley as the teachers. Freeman teaches the b~ys
-Ex.
leader of its party. The party plat- and Huggs the girls. - Ex.
forms, the issues of the day, and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
these two great leaders are common
topics of conversation in all parts of
the United States, with the excepti~:m of our college.
Why is it that
the students take so little interest
.;t. ARE .;t.
in politics? Is it because they have
too much school work to do, or is
their interest absorbed in athletic
sports? It is a common occurrence
to see groups of students gathered
in some corner of the campus or in
some room discussing the rolling of
a dormitory student, or some other
trivial affair, but it is seldom indeed
that you hear them discussing the
political situation, or any of the issues which make up the political
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